Abstract—In this paper we will discuss teaching Software Engineering by using classroom teaching and web-based learning. The teaching assignments, notes, slides are also shared in a website while assessment is done one-to-one in viva or test conducted on the learning material. We are using Information and Communication Technology ICT for teaching. Software Engineering courseware are taught in B.Tech II year Information Technology and Computer Science & Engineering course in Mahamaya Technical University (MTU), Noida (part of Uttar Pradesh Technical University (UPTU), Lucknow).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Blended learning is effective way of teaching. Students are inspired to use various methods to gain, assess and realize the knowledge of the course content. We provoke students to be inquisitive on the topic so that we can give them appropriate information and ensure the knowledge on the subject matter by giving them marks, or credits or grade point. The assessment methodologies are sometimes controversial and always evolving. Assessment methodologies are appropriate time being. Teaching is an art of self evolving criteria which are never in the measurement. In this paper we will discuss teaching Software Engineering by using classroom teaching and web-based learning. The teaching assignments, notes, slides are also shared in a website while assessment is done one-to-one in viva or test conducted on the learning material.

Software Engineering course are taught in various ways. In traditional way where lectures lab works was given on start level. Next step is teaching the course in agile way. Here, students were more provided with practical situation and more effective way as most of the companies use agile Software Engineering[4]. Students are given learning pills on mobi les in innovative way of teaching and learning process[3]. There are various blended learning and e-learning methods. Reactive blended learning is found more useful in case of evaluation [21]. “The evaluation of the methodology was carried out in three categories:

- degree of learning and achievement of targeted skills.
- Degree of satisfaction with the proposal methodology.
- Performance of the student in the exam.

In three phases conventional methodologies BL, reactive BL and BL with motivation features are used.”[19]

II. TEACHING SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

The web-based learning along with classroom teaching benefits student online as well as offline. The courseware of Software Engineering is taught in B.Tech (IT) in IV semester. The course comprise of 40 lectures and 20 lab sessions. The course is offered by Uttar Pradesh Technical University, Lucknow at MTU Noida and GBTU Lucknow.

The site contents are
1. Syllabus, Question Bank
2. Assignments, Quizzes
3. Lectures, Notes,
4. Feedback Form
5. Important Links to SEI CMU
6. Important Links IEEE
7. Important Link to QAI
8. Books & their Authors site
9. Teaching resource
10. Projects & Instructions
11. Lab manuals
12. Important Links to journals and Masters Degree Programme

Syllabus, Question Bank, Assignment, Lecture notes are according to Syllabus in UPTU. Quizzes are innovative way of testing students. The quizzes in team or open book or writing exam like are used for assessment.

III. IMPORTANT LINK TO SEI CMU

Software Engineering Institute Carnegie Mellon University SEI CMU is key body which governs and standardize Software Engineering methodologies and technologies. The institute has given CMMI Levels for standardization of S/W companies. There are many conference, tutorials, workshop are conducted by Institute. It offers also courses on Master of Science (IT) & (SEM) online degree. There are various slides, presentations and work are on the site. It is important that we should offer selected study material to the students which are given by professional organization. The professional organization overview and concepts should be learnt from beginning of the engineering education. The topic of discussion at the sites are Capability Maturity Model CMM Levels, SCAMPI, Quality Management, Risk Management, TSP(Team Software Process) and etc..

IV. IMPORTANT LINK TO QAI

QAI Quality Assurance Institute offers various e-learning courses which are beneficial for students for job and interview purpose. Students can do courses to add-on
The benefits of choosing and identifying courses help in job prospects and practical application in real world.

V. IMPORTANT LINK TO IEEE STANDARDS

In the final semester students have to submit their projects. Generally, student make project which are more like novice. Keeping them in track with real world they should update with standards of preparing SRS, S/W Design, S/W Architecture, Verification & Validation, Testing CASE Tools, Maintenance & Risk Management. Students are given exposure to IEEE standards. As it is expected that they should use standards for solving problems in lab. This gives an opportunity to know standards at II year and can be used in Final year project.

VI. PROJECTS & LAB

The lab work and manuals are given along with some projects. Students can try out the projects using standards of IEEE, ISO or CMM Level 3 of SEI CMU.

VII. BOOKS AND THEIR AUTHORS SITE

In teaching it is always good to have access to teaching methodologies of other teachers. Books are important ingredient for learning process. Choice of Books and syllabus coverage reports are on easy access. The site of renowned authors along with their books give an insight to teacher as well as students on the topic. The links are given to Roger S Pressman’s site, Somerville’s Site and Pankaj Jalote’s site. The learning materials, lab work, slide of books etc. are available in the site.

VIII. TEACHING RESOURCES

The site have teaching resources for teachers who can access course files, question banks, model test papers, lecture plans, syllabus coverage reports and etc.

IX. IMPORTANT LINKS TO JOURNALS

It is important to tell students about journals and publication. Often telling them that this particular topic was published by this person in this journal helps students to remember the topic easily. Putting a picture of Pressman is an aid to memorize the topic given by Pressman. Links to IEEE Transaction on Software Engineering, ACM Transaction on Software Engineering & Methodologies, ACM SigSoft, Elsevier Journal of System & Software are given. Links to Springer Journals of Service Oriented Computing & Applications, Journal of Software Engineering Research & Development and Journal of Empirical Software Engineering. Link to the journal Innovation of System and Software Engineering by NASA is given.

X. IMPORTANT LINKS TO E-LEARNING

An E-Learning site is made by IIT & IISc a joint venture where they have online lectures and study materials of Engineering most of the branches. NPTEL Phase I & NPTEL Phase II have two different version of Software Engineering course. This is open access scheme and beneficial for students for basic knowledge and advanced concepts of Software Engineering.

XI. IMPORTANT LINKS TO TECHNICAL SOCIETIES

IEEE Computer Society Chapter has Technical Society Software Engineering TSSE. It is forum for professional discussion, organizing conferences, networking and jobs. There is link to SSE of RIT. Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), New York has Society of Software Engineering for their students of BSEE. They are very active and have taken lot of initiative to be professional in the field of Software Engineering.
XII. CONCLUSION

The concept of building the site on Software Engineering is to make students aware of important things happening in the real world in the profession. It is available in the internet but students should know which are relevant to their course. Selective links are aid to learning concepts. Taking quiz on learning materials enhance the interest and usefulness of the subject matter.
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